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The relative merits of crystals versus mirrors for focusing synchrotron

radiation at energies above 10 keV are explored. As mirrors have critical

angles of reflection typically 1/20 of the Bragg scattering angles for

crystals, large mirror surface areas are required> Sagittal focusing is

weak for mirrors and limits the amount of radiation intercepted. We show

chat crystals bent to a simple cylindrical curvature will accept large

divergences of radiation for sagittal focusing. At a magnification near

1/3, the cylindrically curved crystals are shown to make the proper Bragg

angle for energies above 5 keV and for divergences larger than 10 mrad and

to produce x-ray beams which are approximately focused.
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1. Introduction

Because of the large distances between the synchrotron radition source

and the experiment, condensing optics are useful to confine the beam to a

reasonable size at the sample and to collect as much of the radiation as

possible. The radiation is spread over 2 TT in the place of orbit but is con-

fined to small opening angles, 0, in a plane perpendicular to the plane of

the storage ring. This angle is approximately given by the rest mass

energy of the electron divided by the energy of the circulating electron,

m c / E , . . about 0.2 mrad for electron energies of 2.5 GeV. In the planeo

of orbit, the radiation spread available from typical bending magnets is

firom 20 to 50 mrads. Higher intensities and smaller beam areas are produced at

the«sample by collecting and focusing this large divergence.

Two methods for. focusing photons are specular reflection from mirror

surfaces and diffraction from crystallographic planes.* Typical glancing angles

for critical reflection of photons from mirror surfaces are about 1/20 of

that for diffraction from crystallographic planes. For photon energies ex-

ceeding 10 keV, the small reflection angles require that mirrors be. large if
1 2they are to intercept the divergence of the source ' . In addition, sagittal

focusing (perpendicular to the plane of scattering with mirrors requires very

snail bending radii, R , and, consequently, only small divergences , f, may be

intercepted. Shown in Fig. 1 is a comparison of the divergence intercepted

by a Geflll) crystal and a platinum-coated mirror for different photon energ-

ies. The Ge crystal is limited to a practical dimension of 20 cm. At 10 m

from the source, the crystal intercepts 20 mrad of radition. The divergence

intercepted by a crystal bent to a cylindrical radius for focusing at magnifi-

cations, M, of 1 or less is generally restricted to * - IL/F^ and cannot ex-

ceed 2Ra/F^. (Sec Fig. 2 for the geometry defining these terms.) Divergences



below 20 nrad shown by the dashed Lines in Fig. 1 are limited by f « Rg/Fj.

for the Ge(lll) crystal. No physical size limitations were placed on the

wirror, and the divergences intercepted, f, Shown by the solid line are

restricted only by the radius Rg. Above 10 keV. photon energies, crystals

intercept from 3 to IS times the divergence accepted by mirrors because

crystals have larger scattering angles.

Table I gives the sizes of mirrors located 10 m from the synchrotron radia-

tion source required to intercept the divergences f and 0. The parameters

used in Table I axe identified in Fig. 2. The radius Rs determines the

divergence f intercepted by the mirror. Even for small divergences of

f • 2.1 mrad, a doubly-curved mirror would need to be in excess of 2 m in

length when set to reflect 40 keV photons. At energies near to and below

10 keV, mirrors may be preferable to crystals as focuring devices because of

t ;eir simplicity of construction and increased capacity for intercepting

larger divergences.

It is our purpose to assess the properties of. crystals for focusing syn-

chrotron radiation of photon energies above 5 keV. An approximation is made to

the ideal focusing, doubly-curved surface with a simpler cylindrical bend. Such a

curved crystal has been previously used for focusing synchrotron radiation . At

magnifications near 1/3, the error in the Bragg diffraction angle, 6, for

sagittal rays can be eliminated independent of the divergence Intercepted. Thus

a singly-curved crystal will produce an approximately focused beam at this

magnification while maintaining a narrow AE/E.

2. Optical Geometry

The near ideal geometry for point-to-point focusing x-ray optics for Bragg
4

reflecting crystals has been given by Berreman et al . This geometry is

shown in Fig. 2. Bragg planes are curved to the two different radii—Rjft



2
(in the meridian or scattering plane (then ground to S /2) ) and ft (in the

m s

sagittal plane perpendicular to the scattering plane). The following re-

lationships are derived for this geometry:

C(F1-F2)/(F1+F2)]tan9 (la)

Fl/sin(8+Y) (lb)

Magnification, M - FJ/FJ - sin(9-Y)/sin(e+Y) <ld>

A source point at S will undergo a magnification of F-/F. which

is less than one for the geometry shown in Fig. 2. For typical source distances

of 5 m or more for synchrotron radiation, the radius R^ is usually greater

than 10 ra for .. angles 8 and y of a few degrees. However, R. (Eq. lc)
s

is a mich smaller radius than R (Eq. lb) so the better single curvature

approximation to this doubly curved surface would be a cylinder of radius

N » R_ cos y, as shown in Fig. 2. We investigate how closely this cylindrical
s

curvature can match the ideal geometry.

Shea in Fig. 3 is the geometry of this singly-curved surface from

which the following relations are derived (See Appendix A):

sine1 - sin9[(l+atant/2)/(l+tan#/2)]% (2a)

where

a - <2Fj/Nsin9) - (Fj/N)2 , (2b)
and where

N - R.COSY • (2c)
If a • 1, then 8** • 9. This occurs when values of Fi/N or Fi/R are

s
chosen so that

- sind/(l±cos6) , (3a)
N

or

~ -- sin6/cosY(1±cose) . (3b)
Rs



The solution with (l-cos8) is that which converges the radiation in the

xy plane,. Fig. 3, and is of most interest here. When a-1, the values of

e'-Sare independent of the divergence $. It is desirable to fix the magnifica-

tion to obtain constant values of F. and F- so that the experiment does not

need to be moved to track the horizontal focus which changes with the

energy. Equating the ideal solution given by Eq. (lc) with that for

the cylindrical approximation given by Eq. (3b), we have that

sin(e-y) - COSY (l-cos6)/sin6 . (4a)

For photon energies above 10 keV where 6 and y are small angles,

Y * 0/2 . (4b)

On substitution of this result in Eq. (Id), we find that for a magnification

of:

M * 1/3 , (4c)

the error in 6'-9 will be minimized for small values of 9.

The other solution of Eq. (3a) (l+cos6) results in a large radius of curva-

ture which corrects the A6 error arising from the diverging rays intercepting

a flat crystal. In this case, the rays continue with the same divergence as

before scattering from the crystal. This error is calculated from the relation

sine" » sin9cos(iJj/2). The error is small, less than 0.5 sec of arc for

t - 10 mrad and 2 sec of arc or less for i|» - 20 mrad for a Ge(lll) crystal

located 10 m from the source and when diffracting photon energies of 10 keV or more.

It is important to know that this A8 error is small since it follows that a

flat crystal located either before or after the crystal curved for the solution

(l+cos6) of Eq. (3) will intercept the horizontally diverging or converging

radiation with a similarly small A9 error.

In the following, we calculate the A6 error for the solution (1+cosQ) for

various magnifications from 1 to 0.1 including M * 1/3.



3. A8 Errors for a Cylindrical!.? Bent Crystal.

A Ge(lll) crystal is chosen for calculating the A8 error introduced when

curving the crystal for sagittal focusing, though crystals with similar d

spacings give similar results. To keep the beam focus fixed at a constant

distance from the curved crystal, the curvature N of the crystal is varied

to maintain F. ... F- fixed, as the photon energy varies from S to 40 keV.

The A9 errors (8'-0) plotted in Fig. 4 are calculated from Eq. (2a) for various

magnifications and photon energies. For magnification near 1/3, a cylindrically

curved crystal intercepts divergences in the sagittal plane up to >v»20 mrad

with negligibly small A6 errors for these rays in the midplane of the vertical

distribution from the storage ring. If the experiment will tolerate the

energy spread associated with the vertical opening angle of the synchrotron

radiation |_M).2 mrad or 41.3 sec (FWHM) for photon energies of 10 keV or above,

for the NSLS storage ring operating at 2.5 Gev J, the error in A6 for the

horizontal opening need not be more restrictive. This matching of the

vertical and horizontal A9 error:* permits the x-ray optical system to oper-

ate with A6 errors in the horizontal plane between two vertical lines at

+20 sec oi* arc in Fig. 4 without increasing the energy spread in the mono-

chromated beam over that determined by the vertical opening angle. The

dashed line, shown in Fig. 4, is the Darwin width of a symmetrically cut

Ge(lll) crystal. For a magnification of 1/3, the A8 errors are less than the

Darwin width down to and below 5 keV. Magnifications which are larger than

1/3 can be chosen for photon energies below 20 keV to eliminate the



A0 error if that is more important than having a fixed focus position at

M - 1/3. For example, at 10 keV the change in magnification required to

eliminate the A9 error would increase F2 by 0.036 m in 3.34 m. Slits

placed upstream from the monochromator crystals can be used to limit the

vertical and horizontal divergences and control the energy spread in the dif-

fracted beam. The curves in Fig. 4 are terminated by the 20 cm limit placed

on the size of the crystal or by the restriction that ty<R /F., whichever is

smaller.

4. Size of Focus

A double crystal arrangement for synchrotron radiation which uses a

cylindrically curved crystal is shown schematically in Fig. 5. This arrange-

ment keeps the beam fixed in space. With crystals, both focusing and mono-

chromation of the beam are accomplished. Focusing is not perfect and the

general shape of the focal image of a point source photon beam is shown by

the insert labeled "A-A*in Fig. 5. This is a section taken at A-A perpendicular

to the beam direction. Similar images are obtained for cylindrically bent

mirrors . The horizontal width of the beam at the curved crystal labeled A

is converted into a shape with the dimensions B and C. These dimensions are

given in Table II for various photon energies and divergences. A comparison

of the horizontal dimension A with B and C shows the extent to. which the beam

has been contracted in the horizontal and spread in the vertical plane. The

external curvature of the crystal causes the vertical smearing, B, of the

beam. If the crystal is shaped such that the crystallographic planes are

curved and the external surface is flat, the focus would be nearly ideal ex-

cept for the vertical divergence in the incident beam. However, this optical

element would also need to be curved to compensate for changes in energy. For a vertical



angle of 0.2 mrad, a beam height of 2.7 mm would result at the distance

P+F_ - 13.34 m. When the dimension B, Table II, is larger than 2.7 mm,

there is no advantage in providing for a vertical focusing element before the

cylindrically curved crystal unless the dimension of B is reduced as just

described. If desirable, a mirror curved only in the meridian plane could be

placed downstream of the curved monochrosnator crystal to reduce the vertical

beam height, B, of the image. The reduction of the beam dimension A to the

dimensions B and C, given in Table II, results in an acceptable beam size

for many samples. By varying the position of the image plane, the shape of the

focus can be configured for specific needs. Means to cylindrically bend the

crystal to the radii N, given in Table II, may be similar to those used for

mirrors .

5. Conclusions

That the radius of cylindrically curved crystals can be chosen to eliminate

the AB error introduced by the external shape of the crystal provides for

both monochromation and focusing from a single optical element. How well

cylindrically bent crystals perform in terms of energy selection depends on

the distrotions Introduced in bending. Results for bending radii above 300 mm

indicates that the distortions in the meridian plane do not increase the

Darwin width by more than a factor of two for the Ge(lll) reflection .

Curved crystals intercept larger divergences for sagittal focusing than mirrors

and may prove particularly useful for photon energies from 10 keV and above.
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Appendix A

We derive equations (2a) and (2b) from the construction of Figure 3.

The vector from S parallel to A, through the cylindrically bent crystal to

the z axis has components (l^cos©, P^ind, F^tan^/2). The vector "]T i s that

vector appropriately scaled so that i t terminates on the raonocbroraator and

has components (KcosO, Ksin9, Ktan{f/2). The parameter K i s to be determined

to satisfy that condition. It must be such that y = -(F,-K)sin9 and z - KtanjJ/2

satisfy the equation of the monoehromatbr surface, y + 2yS + z = 0 . With

^ - S ^ a l n O - H , (Al).

. there results

K » {tfsine + fn2(sin20 + tan2^/2) - &2tan2fyz3ty(s±n2e + tanS^/2) . ' (A2).

The root for K causing K to equal F, when ^/2 = 0 must be chosen.

If we take the nonochromator radius IT to be the vector shown in Figure 3 ,

i t s components are (0, N - {j\,-K/sin9, Ktan^/2), or (0, KsinO - £ , Ktanf/2).

The vectors A and N and the diffracted beam must l i e in a plane such that N

bisects the angle Tf- 29* betifeen the diffracted beam and A. Hence

T-Mr= ANsinQ1 - Ksin©(Ksin9 - $) + I^tan2if/2 - ^(sln2© + taa2^/2) - K£sin9.

Since the length A must be A = K(l + tan2^/2)a, we have

sine1 » fK(sia2© + tan2j^/2) - 5sin9} / £N(1 +

or with K eliminated by equation (A2),

sine' - [^(s in^ + tan2V/2) - 6Ztax?ff/z]^

or

sine1 = sine£l + tan^/sXl/sln2© - &flPttixfaflfc/Q. + tan2^/2)^ (A3).

If we define 0(« l / s ln 2 9 - ^/l^sin2© or with (Al), Ofi - (^/fasine) - (F^H)2,

which is equation (2b), equation (A3) reduces to eqy.atica (2a). Tf we choose

Ct - 1, wliieh results la relation (3a), then 9* = 9 and the radiation fan. of

arbitrary divergence angle r satisfies the Bragg condition exactly at a l l

points of i t s Intersection with the cylindrical monochromator.



Table I. Width (I> ), length^) and Divergences Intercepted by a Doubly
Curved Platinum-Coaled Mirror Located 10 m From the Synchrotron Radiation
Source.

H

1/10

1

1/10

1

1/10

1/10

E
keV

40

40

10

10

5

1

e
mrad

2.1

2.1

8.4

8.4

16.8

84

Rs

3.8

21

15.3

84

31

153

t
mrad

0.38

2.1

1.53

8.4

3.1

15.3

Rm
m

866

4762

216

1190

108

22

mrad

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2'

0.2

L<R8

mm

3.8

21

15.3

84

31

153

Ta+rb
Ll+L2
m

0.95 +0.23

0.95+1.25

0.24 +0.23

0.24 +1.25

0.12 +0.23

0.024+0.2*3

*Length of mirror to intercept a vertical divergence (0.) of 0.2 mrad for
.the reflecting angle 8.
Additional length of mirror needed to intercept Y with the curvature R .



Table II. Calculated dimensions of the focus from a point source obtained
with a cylindrical curved Ge(lll) crystal for F - 10 m and
9' - e.- 2

Energy
keV

•
mrad

*
A
urn

*
B
mm

C
HBD

N
iron

40

30

20
20
20

10
10
10

5
5
5

10

10

5
10
20

5
10
20

5
10
20

100

100

50
100
200

50
100
200

50
100
200

3.2

2.5

0.44
1.72
6.64

0.86
1.93
3.40

. 0.10
0.41
1,64

2.9
1.6

0.092
0.73
5.71

0.022
0.18
1.41

0.005
0.039
0.31

317

476

957

1,972

*See Fig. 5 for a definition of these dimensions.
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Figure 1 Comparison of the horizontal divergence intercepted with sagittal focusing
by a Ge(lll) crystal and platinum-coated mirror located 10 m from
the radiation source as a function of photon energy and magnifica-
tion, M. The crystal dimension is limited to 20 cm with no size
restriction placed on the mirror.

Figure 2 Geometry of a doubly curved surface for near ideal focusing of photons
by Bragg scattering. A singly curved surface approximation is
made with a cylindrical bend to the radius N.

Figure 3 Geometry of the cylindrically curved crystal for calculating
the error 8'-8 and 8"-8, resulting from the horizontal divergence!
•, of the synchrotron radiation source.

Figure 4 A8 errors for various photon energies resulting when the horizontal
divergence, <(/, is Intercepted by a cylindrically curved crystal. The
values of M are the fixed magnifications for which the errors are
calculated and the curves are terminated by the 20 cm limit on the
crystal size or by the restriction that fcRg/F^

Figure 5 Schematic of a double crystal arrangement for both Horizontal
focusing and monochromatization of synchrontron radiation. The
insert "A-A" is an image of the focus.
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Figure 1 Comparison of the horizontal divergence intercepted with sagittal focusing
by a Ge(lll) crystal and platinum-coated mirror located 10 m from
the radiation source as a function of photon energy and magnifica-
tion, M. The crystal dimension is limited to 20 cm with no size
restriction placed on the mirror.
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Figure 2 Geometry of a doubly curved surface for near ideal focusing of photons
by Bragg scattering. A singly curved surface approximation is
made with a cylindrical bend to the radius N.
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Figure 3 Geometry of the cylindrically curved crystal for calculating
the error fl'-8 and 8 M-0 f resulting from the horizontal divergence,
•, of the synchrotron radiation source.
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Figure 4 68 errors for various photon energies resulting when the horizontal
divergence, ̂,- is intercepted by a cylindrically curved crystal. The
values of M are the fixed magnifications for which the errors are
calculated and the curves are terminated by the 20 cm limit on the
crystal size or by the restriction that ty<R /T^.
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Figure 5 Schematic of a double crystal arrangement for both horizontal
focusing and monochromatization of eynchrontron radiation. The
insert "A-A" is an image of the focus. . '


